Precision and accuracy of a new device (CNAPTM) for continuous non-invasive arterial pressure monitoring: assessment during general anaesthesia.
Continuous non-invasive arterial pressure measured with CNAP (CNAP) has been shown to be superior to intermittent oscillometric measurements during procedural sedation and spinal anaesthesia. We assessed the performance of CNAP during general anaesthesia by analysis of agreement with invasive measurements of arterial pressure (AP). Eighty-eight patients undergoing elective abdominal surgery, cardio-, or neurosurgery were included in the study. Systolic, diastolic, and mean AP measured by an intra-arterial catheter in the radial artery (IAP) were compared with those obtained by CNAP from the same arm. Data were analysed to determine the precision (i.e. measurement error) and accuracy (i.e. systematic error) of beat-to-beat CNAP values with respect to IAP. Also, we compared the frequency of fast changes in AP (FCAP) and hypotension (IOH) by both methods. CNAP precision of 4.5, 3.1, and 3.2 mm Hg (systolic, diastolic, and mean AP, respectively) was not significantly different from IAP precision, and CNAP accuracy was +6.7, -5.6, and -1.6 mm Hg. The frequency of AP pairs having a difference within the calculated limits of agreement was 81%, 64%, and 76% for systolic, diastolic, and mean AP, respectively. The calculated limits of agreement were +/-17.6, +/-11.4, and +/-12.0 mm, Hg, respectively. CNAP and IAP detected simultaneously to 82.1% FCAP and to 84.6% IOH. CNAP provides real-time estimates of arterial pressure comparable with those generated by an invasive intra-arterial catheter system during general anaesthesia.